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On Down: Blacksmiths Arms, Lamerton
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Ahoy hashers. As this is my first Hash Mag since being elevated to the exalted position of
Scribe master, I feel obliged to offer my heartfelt thanks to the previous committee for my
promotion to this much coveted and highly desired position. I also feel obliged to offer my
most humble commiserations to all my fellow hashers, whose most fervent desires and
ambitions are to aspire to this lofty and venerated position. Although you may have been
disappointed this time I feel sure that your time will come!!
Let me assure you that I shall spread my favours widely; there is no need for thoughts of
despondency and despair that you will miss out on an opportunity to scribe and make your
contribution to our weekly extravaganza of factual observation, impeccable punctuation and
grammar, tasteful wit and all on a single sheet of A4 (lets face it, running to two sheets is
frankly just showing off).
Finally to all of you who have bombarded my email inbox and sent me countless texts
expressing your desire to be scribe, I thank you for your abundant enthusiasm.
Our arrival at Lamerton was to a damp and misty evening, with little cheer being proffered
by Fergie warned us of the perils of various kinds of excrement, ranging from cow to sheep
but hopefully not hasher.
There was also a warning about rampaging bullocks; little did we expect that Emily would
have to take to the trees to avoid them.
Uncle was assisted on the hash by a dashing young farmer, who showed her the way. To
where or to what I feel we must leave to the imagination.
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